Uniform bin width histograms are widely used so this data graphic should represent data as correctly as possible. Method of moments based on familiar mean, variance and Fisher-Pearson skewness cure this problem.
A Skewness Reversal Example.
Histogram skewness provides the most conspicuous anomaly even though mean and variance can be troublesome, Cooper & Shore, (2008) , Doane, Seward (2011) . To emphasize that histograms do not always reflect data skewness and can even show skewness opposite of data skewness, Figure 1 shows two histograms, at least one of which misrepresents skewness. And both could be wrong! Financial ratio data was examined with EXCEL. Histogram A has default location anchor point .9355 and bin-width .0326. Four decimal places were considered inappropriate, so .9355 was trimmed to .93, .0326 to .03, uniform width bins and bin counts were recalculated leading to Histogram B. This should not have changed shape much, if at all. However, Histogram B shows shape and skewness reversal. If both Histograms A and B appeared during exploratory or instructional discussions, or a data science workshop, could a professor, instructor, scientist, or consultant explain how uniform bin width histograms can portray data as both positively and negatively skewed? Based on interaction with colleagues as well as comments in Huff (1954) , Minieka & Kurzeja (2000) , Moore et al (2002 Moore et al ( , 2009 ), Ramsey (2001) , we believe the answer is "No."
Method of Moments Frequency and Density Histograms
Uniform bin width frequency, relative frequency, and density histograms are graphs associated with bin counts, v k , k =1 to K, for data, x i , i = 1 to n and half-open bins [a, b) (Kendall, Stewart, 1963, among others) . Bins are written [t o + (k-1)h, t o + kh) with parameters t o , h for bin location anchor point and bin width, t o ≤ x min < t o + h. k is a bin index, k =1 to K, wherein K is the maximum number of bins. Bin heights are proportional to bin counts. Vertical scales distinguish frequencies, relative frequencies, and histogram density values however the overall appearance of these histograms is the same.
Histogram Shape, MOM Mean, and Variance Constraints.
Histogram shape usually refers to the list of bin counts, v k . We focus on shapes, data, and consistency of shape with data mean, variance, and skewness, in contrast to continuously varying bin width and location to asymptotically optimize criteria for histogram densities and equivalent frequency histograms.
Histogram shape level sets, described shortly, enable transparent understanding and calculation of MOM frequency and density histograms, as well as insight into other "optimal" histograms such as MISE (Scott, 1992) , optimal bin width determined via shape stability (Simonoff & Udina, 1997) , and the variability of shape associated with number-of-bins and bin-width rules. (We focus on frequency histograms because they are more familiar and widely used than density histograms. Also, MOM frequency and density histograms are essentially identical. (Frequency and density histogram mean and skewness constraints are identical. Variance constraints differ by h 2 /12.)
A text-book example of MOM is estimation of normal distribution parameters μ and σ 2 , with x and s x 2 (e.g. Lindgren, 1968 p 280, 5-16, p 507, 5-16 .) However, histogram bin parameters t o , h are not distribution parameters like μ, σ, and not directly associated with data features such as μ, σ, and skewness.
Computation of Mean and Variance MOM histograms.
It is instructive to begin MOM histograms in a familiar way. MOM usually employs lower moments to define parameters. So even though incorrect skewness is the most conspicuous, we first consider calculating t o , h from mean and variance constraints (Lindgren, 1968 p 279, 5-12, p 280 5-16 p 507, 5-16 Also, joint MV consistency does not identify a unique MOM uniform bin width histogram. Table 1 shows three MV jointly consistent shapes: (3, 4, 5) , (5, 3, 4) ,
(1,2,3,1,2,3); and three not MV jointly consistent shapes: (5, 4, 3) , (1,2,3,3,2,1) (3,2,1,1,2,3), for Data #3, Weber (2008a) . So MV jointly consistent frequency histogram shapes are not unique and are not similar. Although "similar" is subjective, to the authors, shapes (3, 4, 5) , (5, 3, 4) , (1,2,3,1,2,3) are not similar. We will use skewness to identify preferred MV consistent shapes. (3a) and (3b).
Figure 2 Shapes and Shape Level sets in {(t o , h)}
(3), Light Orange (1, 2), Purple (2, 1), Red (1, 1, 1), Black (2, 0, 1), Green (1, 1, 0, 1, Dark Orange (2, 0, 0, 1), Light Blue Each polygon interior corresponds to t o , h values leading to uniform width histogram bins that lead to the same bin counts for data {1, 2, 5}. In linear programming and economics, "shape level sets" are "feasible sets." Lindgren (1968, pp 18, 362,7-8) mentions "These partition sets are 'level curves' or 'level surfaces' …" However, shape level sets are not curves or surfaces. The concept is pervasive, but apparently not previously applied to histogram shapes. Shape level sets also might be called "inverse images." Bin edge discontinuity leads to level set boundaries belonging to one or the other of adjacent level sets.
We show explicit details for calculating D o vertices and lines (3b) that partition D o into shape level sets. The simplicity and rationale for (3b) is compelling, however it is "overkill" in that not every line is "effective," "binding," or "active." The simplest example of non-binding, non-effective, or non-active constraints arises from the "At most 
(For exactly K bins to satisfy number-of-bins rules:
Shape Level Set -SLS -boundaries
bin edge = data value, (3a)
t o + kh = x i , i = 1 to n for n = 3; k = 0 to K for K = 4; leading to: 
s indexes the shape level sets and shapes, K s = the number of bins for the s th shape, ν s,k = the k th bin count for the s th shape, V s ≡ number of vertices for s th shape level set, (t o , h) s,v , is the v th vertex for the s th shape level set, v = 1 to V s , s = 1 to S ≡ number of shapes of at most a prescribed number of bins, K. (That is, "ν s,k " with s, k subscripts is a bin count for s th shape, k th bin. "v" without subscripts, as in "s,v" is a vertex index, v = 1 to V s , for the s th shape.) Table 2 shows object (4) ordered lexicographically first on K s , then on ν s,k . (-3, 8) ) (2, (1, 2); 4, (-1, 3) , (-6, 8) , (-7, 8) , (-3, 4) ) (2, (2, 1); 5, (1, 2), (1, 4), (-3, 8) , (-6, 8) , (-1, 3) ) (3, (1, 1, 1); 4, (.5, 1.5), (-1, 3), (-3, 4), (-1, 2) ) (3, (2, 0, 1); 4, (1, 1.33), (1, 2), (-1, 3), (.5, 1.5) ) (4, (1, 1, 0, 1); 4, (1, 1), (0.5, 1.5), (-1, 2), (-0.33, 1.33) ) (4, (2, 0, 0, 1); 3, (1, 1), (1, 1.33), (.5, 1.5) ) These shape level sets are shown above as follows: (-3, 4) , (-1, 2); Avg(t o ,h) = (-1.125,2.625) Min h = 1.5, Max h = 4 (2, 0, 1), Green 4 (t o ,h) vertices: (1, 1.33), (1, 2), (-1, 3) , (.5, 1.5); Avg(t o ,h) = (0.375,1.958) Min h = 1.33, Max h = 3 (1, 1, 0, 1 
Mean and Variance Consistency of Shapes
We need to step back from constraints (1), (2ab) and look at shape level sets. (1), (2a) can be graphed in D o . Individual mean or variance consistency of a shape is indicated by intersection of line (1) or line (2a) with the associated shape level set. If a mean (or variance) constraint line intersects its shape level set, then the shape is individually mean (or variance) consistent with the sample mean (or variance).
For not jointly mean and variance consistent shapes, individual mean and variance consistency is determined separately from sign changes at level set vertices for a mean That is,
• If (1), (2a) intersect inside the SLS for v k , then the intersection t o , h values lead to the same v k bin counts used in (1), (2a). Then the shape v k is MV jointly consistent.
(Otherwise, (1), (2a) intersect each other outside of a shape level set, regardless of their intersections with the shape level set.)
• Neither (1) nor (2a) necessarily intersect the SLS for v k . Each may or may not intersect a shape level set, associated with individual mean, variance consistency or inconsistency.
There are five possibilities altogether, summarized below.
Notation for MV Shape Consistency J g ≡ Jointly mean and variance consistent shapes, situation 1, below. M g ≡ Mean consistent shapes, situations 1, 2, 3; not 4, 5. V g ≡ Variance consistent shapes, situations 1, 2, 4; not 3, 5. S ≡ All 123 shapes of at most six uniform width bins for x i , situations 1-5.
1. J g : As already noted, MV constraint lines, (1), (2a), may intersect each other inside the SLS for v k . Then v k is jointly MV consistent. Table 1 shows three examples: (3, 4, 5) , (5,3,4), (1,2,3,1,2,3). Looking ahead, Table 3 shows 8 jointly consistent shapes, denoted "J g ".
2. (M g ∩V g )/J g : Lines (1), (2a) may intersect the v k SLS, but intersect each other outside of this SLS. Then v k is individually but not jointly MV consistent. Table  1 shows one such example, (5, 4, 3) . Table 3 shows 11 individually but not jointly MV consistent shapes.
3. M g /V g : Line (2a) but not line (1) may intersect the SLS. Then v k is mean consistent but not variance consistent, Table 3 M g /V g -10 shapes, for example, (1, 8, 3) , (1,10,1) but not (2,5,5).
4. V g /M g : Line (1) but not line (2a) may intersect the SLS. Then v k is variance consistent but not mean consistent, Table 3 , V g /M g -2 shapes, for example (4,3,5), (4,4,4), but not (4,5,3).
5. S/(M g ∪ V g) : If neither line (1) nor line (2a) intersects the level set, then v k is neither variance nor mean consistent. Table 3 shows at most three bins. There are 123 shapes of at most six bins, so 92 shapes not shown in Table 3 . In Table 1 , shapes (1,2,3,3,2,1), (3,2,1,1,2,3) are neither mean nor variance consistent. Table  3 *, Appendix D, shows situations 1-4 for at most six bins.
The five situations above partition uniform bin width histogram shapes, S. variance constraints, (1) and seven mean constraints (2b). Visualizing intersections of mean and variance constraint lines with the shape level sets illustrates situations 1 -5 above for each shape. Of course, actual consistency is not determined graphically. Table   1 and discussion shows that joint mean and variance consistency is easily determined.
Again, not jointly consistent shapes are tested separately for mean consistency, M g , and variance consistency, V g , via sign changes in g xx x , and s 2 g -s 2 x at level set vertices.
Also, recall that for each shape, the MISE and maximum likelihood histograms densities occur for minimum bin width for a shape. This is easily seen at vertices with minimum value on the vertical bin width axis. Further, by projecting shape level set bin width minima and maxima to the vertical bin width axis, we obtain the partition of bin width values into cells associated with a fixed set of shapes. This exactly implements histogram bin width shape stability criterion articulated by Simonff & Udina (1997 Table 3 shows variance and mean consistency, as well as grouped data skewness. Table 3 breaks out mean or variance consistent shapes of at most three bins, M g ∪ V g (for Table 1 data) into columns: M g , V g , M g ∩V g , J g . Shapes (1,2,3,3,2,1) and (3, 2,1,1,2,3) , Table 1 , are situation 5, in S/(M g ∪ V g ), are neither mean nor variance consistent and not in Table 3 . In Table 3 , shapes are listed lexicographically on K (not shown), then bin counts. ("MISE" in Table 3 abbreviates mean integrated squared error. Rudemo, 1982; Scott, 1992 ; "ML" maximum likelihood). 
An Example.

Shapes Shapes
Skewness of g x of g x 12 12 12 12 exact MISE 0 1,11 1,11 1,11 1,11 2,10 2,10 2, 10 3,9 3,9 3,9 3,9 4,8 4,8 4,8 5,7 5,7 5,7 6,6 6,6 6,6 6,6 Rice,Sh MISE 0 5 5 6,6 7,5 7,5 7,5 7,5 8,4 9,3 10,2 11,1 11,1 11,1 1,6,5 1,6,5 1,6,5 1,6,5 1,8,3 1,10,1 2,5,5 2,5,5 2,5,5 2,7,3 -0.075 - 8 3, 4, 5 3, 4, 5 3, 4, 5 3, 4, 5 ML 3, 5, 4 3, 5, 4 3, 5, 4 3, 6, 3 3,6,3 3,6,3 0 5 5 3,7,2 3,8,1 -0.0548 -4 -4 4,3,5 4,4,4 0 5 5 4,5, 3 4,5,3 4,5,3 5,3,4 5,3,4 5,3,4 5,3,4 5,4,3 5,4,3 5,4,3 5,5,2 6,3,3 6,3,3 6,3,3 6,4,2 6,5,1 6,5,1 6,5,1
Fisher-Pearson skewness, Fisher-Pearson adjusted skewness; Mode inversion
Fisher-Pearson population skewness (FPS; FPS x , FPS g ), (5ab), and Fisher-Pearson adjusted sample skewness (FPAS; FPAS x , FPAS g ), (5cd), are translation and scale invariant standardized third moments (various, including Doane, Seward, 2011; Groeneveld, Meeden, 1984) . Unlike variance and mean constraints, skewness constraints 
Since these grouped data measures of skewness depend only on shape, equality with data skewness is rare, unlike mean and variance consistency. However, we can rank shapes via deviation objective functions such as
Monotone relationship, (5.e), connects Fisher-Pearson adjusted skewness, FPAS x to Fisher-Pearson skewness, FPS x , and implies that rankings according to closeness of shape skewness, FPS g , to data skewness, FPS x ; or adjusted FPAS g to FPAS x , are the same. Since histogram skewness rarely equals data skewness, histogram shapes are ranked relative to data skewness by FPS or FPAS histogram skewness. Table 3 shows columns T FP , F FP , for, respectively, the 10%, 5% of all 123 shapes greater than and 10%, 5% less than data Fisher-Pearson skewness. Skewness rankings include shapes that are neither mean nor variance consistent. Table 3 , columns T FP , F FP show only three bin shapes for situations 1-4, M g ∪ V g . T FP ∩ J g shows T FP shapes that are MV jointly consistent and among the 10% of shapes closer to data FP skewness.
That is, Data #3, Table 1 , Weber (2008a) , has 123 shapes of at most six uniform width bins. Table 3 shows only shapes of at most three bins, and a similar table in an appendix shows shapes with six bins. T FP has shapes ranked 1 to 12 above data FP skewness and -1 to -12 below; F FP , 1 to 6, -1 to -6. Large intervals of ranks -12 to +12, -6 to + 6 were needed for Table 3 because many shapes that are close in skewness to the data are neither mean nor variance consistent. Finally, T FP ∩ J g indicates jointly consistent shapes with FP skewness rank within -12 to +12 relative to the data FP skewness. Many shapes that are FP skewness ranked -12 to +12 are neither mean nor variance consistent, not shown in Table 3 .
We do not explore mode inversion beyond showing that this can occur, Table 4 . 3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 68, 5.91, 6.14, 6.36, 6.59, 6.82, 7.05, 7.50, 7.73, 7.95 Uni-modal and bi-modal inversion means histogram variance, kurtosis and modes can be misleading if histograms are not compared with sample variance, kurtosis. (Mode inversion can change skewness, however Table 4 shapes are symmetric, skewness is the same. Table 1 data were constructed to have mode inversions (1,2,3,3,2,1), (3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 3) .
Shapes (1, 9, 9, 1) , (6, 4, 4, 6) are symmetric for exactly symmetric Appendix A data.
Summary, Conclusion, other remarks.
Defining good histograms by varying the bins, focusing on numbers of bins or bin width dates at least from Sturges, (1926) . This contrasts with making the best use of prebinned data, circa 1900, Sheppard, (1898), K. Pearson (various) , Smith, 1916 , Fisher, (1916 , Correspondence, Pearson, E. (1968); Stigler, (2005) , (also see Hollerith, circa 1890); and recently Minnotte, (1998 Even though the elementary mathematics of shape level sets is detailed and tedious (like elementary linear programming), MOM concepts (agreement of data and histogram mean, variance, and skewness) are compelling to introductory statistics students, many statisticians and data scientists. MOM is easily explained to anyone already familiar with mean, variance and skewness.
Weber (2016, 2008a ) present relevant discussions. Weber (2008a) suggests that skewness can be satisfied exactly without distinguishing among non-central, central, and standardized third moment approaches to skewness. This is partly true, however, as noted, this is not true for Fisher-Pearson skewness. Since Fisher-Pearson skewness rarely is satisfied exactly, why satisfy mean and variance exactly? Instead minimize a composite deviation of all three, using mean, variance, and skewness in a conceptually familiar analogue of least squares, or pursue less familiar non-central or central (but not standardized) moments. Hoaglin, Mosteller, Tukey (1983 ; McNeil (1977) (pp 3-6) suggest that stem-and-leaf plots are superior to histograms. Stem-and-leaf displays may be easier to draw on a blackboard, however that was then, this is now. Further, McNeil (1977) observes that vertical bin locations and uniform widths need not always be a power of ten and further points out that the shapes of stem-and-leaf plots are highly variable. With these generalizations, stem-and-leaf plots are simply histograms rotated 90 degrees. 
Appendix C. Matching ALL moments
For uniform width bins for which mid points equal data values the frequency histogram grouped data moments are identical to data moments.
More explicitly, real world data, x i , are represented by rational numbers, x i = p i /q i where p i , q i are relatively prime integers. Define Q = the least common multiple of the integers q i , i.e. Q ≡ LCM{q i |i = 1 to n}, so k i q i = Q, and x i = p i /q i = k i p i /k i q i = P i /Q.
Consider bin widths h m = 1/mQ, m = 1 to ∞, P m,i * = m P i and x i = P m,i * (1/mQ) = P m,i * h m .
Define t o = (x min -½ h m ). This gives bins so that every data value is the midpoint of the bin that contains it. So, frequency histogram grouped data moments are the same as data moments, for m = 1 to ∞. Of course, at this point, "grouped data" is a misnomer since small bin widths that isolate data values, do not group data values. A result emailed from Scott, circa 2012, can be revisited. Scott: "…As h  zero, all moments converge to data moments. …" Our comment: h does not need to go to zero to achieve exact agreement of all grouped data frequency histogram moments with data moments. Histogram densities add h 2 /12 to variance. Obviously h 2 /12 zero as h  zero however histogram densities become unbounded as h  zero.
Appendix D. Table 3*, augmented Table 3 showing six or fewer bins 
Shapes Shapes
Skewness of g x of g x 12 12 12 12 exact MISE 0 1,11 1,11 1,11 1,11 2,10 2,10 2, 10 3,9 3,9 3,9 3,9 4,8 4,8 4,8 5,7 5,7 5,7 6,6 6,6 6,6 6,6 Rice,Sh MISE 0 5 5 6,6 7,5 7,5 7,5 7,5 8,4 9,3 10,2 11,1 11,1 11,1 1,6,5 1,6,5 1,6,5 1,6,5 1,8,3 1,10,1 2,5,5 2,5,5 2,5,5 2,7,3 -0.075 -8 3,4,5 3,4,5 3,4,5 3,4,5 ML 3,5,4 3,5,4 3,5,4 3,6,3 3,6,3 3,6,3 0 5 5 3,7,2 3,8,1 5 -0.0548 -4 -4 4,3,5 4,4,4 0 5 5 4,5,3 4,5,3 4,5,3 5,3,4 5,3,4 5,3,4 5,3,4 5,4,3 5,4,3 5,4,3 5,5,2 6,3,3 6,3,3 6,3,3 6,4,2 6,5,1 6,5,1 6,5,1 1,2,4,5 1,2,4,5 1,2,4,5 1,3,3,5 1,3,3,5 1,3,3,5 1,3,3,5 1,4,2,5 1,4,2,5 1,4,2,5 1,5,1,5 1,5,1,5 1,5,1,5 1,5,1,5 -0.0762 -9 1,5,1,5 1,5,2,4 1,5,2,4 1,5,2,4 1,5,3,3 1,5,3,3 1,5,3,3 1,5,3,3 1,5,4,2 1,5,5,1 1,5,5,1 1,5,5,1 1,5,5,1 0 5 5 1,5,5,1 2,4,1,5 3,4,2,4 2,4,3,3 2,4,3,3 2,4,3,3 Almst in T FP 
